Metal tolerance assisted antibiotic susceptibility profiling in Comamonas acidovorans.
Metal ions are known selective agents for antibiotic resistance and frequently accumulate in natural environments due to the anthropogenic activities. However, the action of metals that cause the antibiotic resistance is not known for all bacteria. The present work is aimed to investigate the co-selection of metals and antibiotic resistance in Comamonas acidovorans. Tolerance profile of 16 metals revealed that the strain could tolerate high concentrations of toxic metals i.e., Cr (710 ppm), As (380 ppm), Cd (320 ppm), Pb (305 ppm) and Hg (205 ppm). Additionally, metal tolerant phenotypes were subjected to antibiotic resistance profiling; wherein several metal tolerant phenotypes (Cr 1.35-fold; Co-1.33 fold; Mn-1.29 fold) were resistant, while other metal tolerant phenotypes (Mg 1.32-fold; Hg 1.29-fold; Cu 1.28-fold) were susceptible than control phenotype. Metal accumulation may alter the metabolism of C. acidovorans that activates or inactivates the genes responsible for antibiotic resistance, resulting in the resistance and/or susceptibility pattern observed in metal resistant phenotypes.